
Gross Motor/Physical Therapy Ideas 

                 

(These are some fun gross motor skills that you can perform with your child at home.)  

• Jump up, forward, and down with both feet: How far can you jump? Try to jump 
further each time. Jump up to reach the ceiling or jump to pop a bubble. Practice 
jumping down from the bottom step and landing with both feet. 

• Hop on 1 foot: Stand on 1 foot and then hop forward. See how many hops in a row you 
can get. Practice on each foot-right and left. Hold your child’s hands if needed until they 
get the hang of it. 

• Throwing/Catching/Kicking/Dribbling a ball: You can throw the ball back and forth with 
your child. Throw ball into a laundry basket or use a box as a target. Let your child 
practice kicking the ball when it is placed in front of them as well as when you roll it to 
them. Let your child practice bouncing the ball in place and then advance to dribbling 
while moving forward. 

• Bean Bag Toss: Let your child toss the bean bags into a laundry basket or cardboard 
box from varying distances. Start off close and then move further back. You can 
incorporate learning the names of colors of the bean bags, or what letter the colors 
start with, or even writing the color for practice before tossing it. 

• Galloping: You can let them pretend to gallop like a horse. When you gallop, you lead with 
the same leg every time. 

• Skipping: Skip around the room or skip down your hallway and back. When you skip, you 
alternate your legs. 

• Hopscotch: You can use sidewalk chalk to draw a hopscotch board outside, or you can 
make a hopscotch board with painter’s/masking tape that can easily be removed.  

• Jumping Jacks: You can break this down into steps. Use the verbal cue “STAR” when 
child jumps his/her arms and legs out. Use the verbal cue “PENCIL” when child jumps 
his/her legs back together and arms down by side.  Begin slowly and speed up as it gets 
easier. 



• Stairs: (Use supervision) If your child needs to practice walking up and down stairs, you 
can have them pick up a puzzle piece at the bottom and put it in the puzzle at the top. 
They can walk back down to get the next piece. 

• Balance: Depending on your child’s ability: Practice standing without holding on to 
anything. Practice standing on one foot. To make a balance line, use painter’s tape or 
masking tape to make an 8 foot line on the floor. This can easily be removed when you 
are finished. Depending on your child’s ability, you may want to start with taking 2 or 3 
steps on the line without stepping off. Progress to walking down the entire line without 
stepping off. Next, work on walking down the line with a heel-to-toe foot placement. 
Make the heel of one shoe touch the toe of the other shoe so there is no space in 
between. 

• Ambulation/Gait Training/Endurance: If your child walks with an assistive device such 
as a walker, gait trainer, canes, or forearm crutches-Allow them to practice this at home 
with your supervision to help maintain their endurance. 

______________________________________________________________ 

YouTube videos your child may enjoy that will encourage gross motor play: 
• “Do the Bear Walk” (Video with a variety of gross motor skills set to music) https://

youtu.be/KG3AO6lJ4BQ 

• “Shake Your Sillies Out” (Movement/Gross Motor Video) https://youtu.be/
NwT5oX_mqS0 

• “How do I teach my child to perform jumping jacks?” https://youtu.be/F1iyCKaYivA 

______________________________________________________________ 

Games you can play with your child: 
• Simon Says- Use these gross motor skills-jump, hop on 1 foot, stand on 1 foot, jumping 

jacks, walk on your tiptoes, walk on your heels 

•  Animal Walks-Pretend to move like different animals. (Walk like a bear, jump like a frog, 
fly like a bird, stomp like an elephant, walk like a duck, walk like a crab, wiggle like a 
snake, jump like a kangaroo) 
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